2016 Annual Meeting and Educational Conference
Making Investments Great Again
decorated the tables and showed support for outgoing
president, Brenda Page, The Hartford Financial Services
Group, Inc. In keeping with an election year theme, for
the first time, ACIC presentations featured real-time
audience polling. Each session asked questions of the
audience members who responded via their mobile
device. The results were projected on a screen, and
audience members were able to see them change
instantaneously as responses were recorded. This new
feature was met with positive enthusiasm, and was
used to increase audience engagement and
participation.
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This year’s Annual Meeting and Educational Conference
marked the 35th anniversary of the founding of the
ACIC. The College returned to the Grand Hyatt New
York, located at the iconic corner of 42nd Street and
Lexington, right next to Grand Central Station. Sessions
were held in the aptly named Manhattan Room where
members filled it to near capacity. Attendance was one
of the best in recent memory with just over 180
registrations.
The theme, Make Investments Great Again! reflected
the historic and often unbelievable presidential
campaign in which the nation and the investment
market found itself. With the election as a backdrop,
the ACIC temporarily named itself (tongue-in-cheek) as
the American Electoral College of Investment Counsel.
Campaign buttons stamped with “I’m with Brenda”

Co-Chairs James Cain and Brian Cho

This year there were ten CLE sessions, many of which
had several laugh-out-loud moments from nuanced and
not-so-subtle references to the political climate. The
mood of the meeting was a combination of fun and a
down-to-business attitude. Meeting co-chairs, Bryan
Cho of Metlife and James Cain of Sutherland Asbill &
Brennan, LLP, as well as the Education Committee, and
the many speakers and moderators deserve much
credit for orchestrating an exceptional program.
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Thursday, Day One

The Thursday evening reception took place in an area
known as the Museum Space. It was elegantly sectioned
off from the busy lobby area and accented with
projected images commemorating the 35th anniversary
of the ACIC. A sumptuous Mexican taco bar with all the
trimmings and drinks were served to the attendees.
Two surprise guests also attended the reception who
were very patient in accommodating an endless stream
of photo ops from admirers and detractors alike. Lifesized cardboard figures of Hillary Clinton and Donald
Trump served as great fodder for discussion and
heightened the historic, if not infamous, presidential
election season.

Session 1: The 35th anniversary program began with the
session: Cross Border Issues and Their Impact on the
NPA Model Form. Using the famous Ronald Reagan
Quote: “Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall!” as a
metaphor, the session was led by moderator, Andrew
Bobenski of John Hancock/Manulife, and panelists,
Ozzie Bayazitoglu, AIG Investments, Brian Hammell,
Sullivan & Worcester LLP, and Sarah Smith, Akin Gump
Strauss Hauer & Feld. The discussion centered on the
impact that a mix of current issues and cross border
transactions will have on the model form note purchase
agreement. Each panelist gave an overview and
presented detailed information on a particular topic
that included OFAC/Iran/Bail-in, Tax Issues, and Swap
Breakage.

Session 2: John Kennedy’s quote: “Change is the law of
life. And those who look only to the past or present are
certain to miss the future,” set the stage for the second
session, Political Changes in Washington and the
Potential Effects on the Markets. This fast-paced
session was particularly relevant in light of forthcoming
changes in the White House and Congress, and the
potential for new or changed market regulations or
government focus. The panel discussed status of the
races in the 2016 elections, regulators and upcoming
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vacancies, speculation on what the regulatory world
might look like, retirement and debt under a new
administration, the meaning of populism and its impact
for in-house investment counsel, among others. The
session was ably moderated by Laura Donovan Haines,
The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc., who
presided over panelists Derek B. Dorn, TIAA, Bridget
Hagan, The Cypress Group, and Terry Haines, Evercore
Group LLC.

Session 3: After a short break, Emilie Hsu, Debevoise &
Plimpton LLP, led panelists, Todd Lurie, MetLife,
Kathleen O’Neill, New York Life Insurance Co., and Ray
Ramirez, Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP in the session
Derivatives: Recent Developments. Ms. Hsu drew
laughter from the audience when she opened the
session by saying, “We’re going to try to make
derivatives interesting for about an hour!” Her dry
humor made the discussions all the more palatable as
the panel addressed topics that included a summary of
the Dodd-Frank Act swap regulations; the impact of
existing regulations on institutional investors; the
impact of swap margin rules; the cross-border impact of
different regulations; special resolutions stays (including
the automatic stay), and others.

Session 4: After a buffet lunch, the afternoon began
with the session, Bankruptcy Sales. Panelists, Paul
Ferdinands, King & Spalding LLP, Jay Jacquin,
Guggenheim Partners LLC, and Jeff Manning, Cohn
Renznick Capital Markets Securities, LLC, astutely
moderated by Larry Halperin, Chapman & Culter LLP,
analyzed issues from a distressed investment banker’s
perspective and related legal considerations. Included in
the discussion were the Danfurn Organizational
Structure, LBO Debt Financing structure, Danfurn
Management LLC Consolidated Statement of
Operations, and the balance sheet and preliminary
Waterfall Model as of 2015. The panelists also discussed
the requirements of a 363 sale, including the diligence
process and 363 sale process itself. Much attention was
paid to the “stalking horse” bidder.

Session 5: The next session, aptly predicated on
William McKinley’s quote: “leave well enough alone,”
Recent Regulatory Developments, delved into new SEC
rules impacting investment advisors and proposals to
watch, which included statistical data reporting,
marketing and advertising recordkeeping and business
continuity and transition planning requirements. In
addition, recent regulatory developments in anti-money
laundering for registered investment advisors, tax law
changes, and the latest update on Brexit and the impact
of these developments on institutional investors and
investments were also discussed. The session was
moderated by Katherine Lindsay, Morgan, Lewis &
Bockius LLP, with panelists, Jeff Ellis, FTI Consulting, Inc.,
Taylor Kiessig, Sutherland Asbill & Brennan LLP,
Christopher Leonard, Aikin Gump Straus Hauer & Feld,
and Jason (Jay) Pratt, John Hancock Financial Services.
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Session 6: The last session of the day, Other Forms of
Debt Investments: Public Bonds, 144As, Reg S, Bank
Loans, was presented by moderator, Mary Jo Quinn,
Allstate Investments, LLC., and panelists, Gary
Hammersmith, McElroy, Deutsch, Mulvaney &
Carpenter, LLP, Dora Jimenez, New York Life Insurance
Co., and Kathleen Swan, Quarles & Brady LLP, and
Josephine Vashi, AIG Investments. The panel began with
a brief overview of mezzanine debt, public debt
offerings, 144A transactions, direct loans, and senior
credit facilities. The panel then described what counsel
should know when representing investors within these
forms of debt. Case studies were also examined in
finding issues that practitioners should be made aware
in private placement transactions.
Friday, Day Two

Business Meeting: Before the morning sessions began,
the ACIC business meeting was held. A peaceful and
orderly transfer of power from outgoing president,
Brenda Page, The Hartford Financial Services Group,
Inc., to Tom O’Connor, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP,
occurred without incident and was in keeping with the
traditions of our great nation!

Session 7: Members began the second day after a
hearty breakfast with a session on Circle Process and
Issue Memo Best Practices. With moderator, Ed
Hammond, Foley Lardner, LLP, stepping in for Lisa
Conmy, Foly & Lardner LLP, and panelists, Michael
Gustafson, Pricoa Capital Group Ltd., Christine Li,
Nationwide Insurance Co., and Richard Thompson,
Mizuho Americas, the lively and interactive discussion
was divided into two parts. Part one on Circle Process
included the topics, pre-documentation, post
transaction launch/pre-circle, Circle/Bid process, and
finalization of documentation. Part two, Issues Memo
and Covenant Comparisons, discussed ACIC guiding
principles for issues memo and covenant comparison,
issues memo best practices and best practices in
covenant comparison. An examination ensued
regarding the format of issue memos and the
preparation of supplemental memos to address missed
points in the original issues memo.
Session 8: Infrastructure Transactions and
Appropriations Risk was the subject of Friday’s second
session. Using Dwight D. Eisenhower’s quote, “I see an
America where a mighty network of highways spreads
across our country,” as inspiration, Moderator David J.
LaSota, Greenberg Traurig, LLP, and panelists, Geoffrey
Buswick, S&P Global, Buzz Larsen, Chapman and Cutler
LLP, and Hadley Peer Marshal, Brookfield Infrastructure
Group, delivered an informative session on what
appropriations risk means in government contracts. The
panel examined underwriting and rating approaches to
appropriation risk by looking at three key elements: S&P
rating criteria, mitigation and general investment
considerations. Their presentation was followed by a
discussion of noteworthy situations and questions from
the audience.
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examined case studies and regulators’ priorities. The
session was moderated by Quin Moss, Orrick,
Herrington, & Sutcliffe LLP, with insightful perspectives
from panelists, Jason Allison, Walkers, Joseph
Cunningham, Willkie Far & Gallagher LLP, Ed Eisert,
Orrick, Herrington, & Sutcliffe LLP, and Andrew Gould,
Barings LLC.

Session 9: The morning continued with William
Jefferson Clinton’s favorite line: “Don’t stop thinkin’
about tomorrow” to begin the next session Blockchain
and How It Will Change Our Business. Moderator Ed
Holmes, JRG Advisory Group, LLC, introduced the
panelists by name and backgrounds that were
particularly relevant to the discussion. They included:
Conrad Bahlke, Stroock & Stroock & Laven LLP, and
Caitlin Long, Simbiont. The panel provided an overview
and various issues around blockchain (blockchain is the
core component of the digital currency, bitcoin ) and
addressed the new and revolutionary blockchain
technology that will change the face of current markets,
debt markets specifically. In addition the panel
discussed legal and regulatory issues associated with
the application of blockchain technology to institutional
investors and derivatives.

Session 10: The tone of the ethics session was framed
with an especially fitting quote from John Adams:
“Because power corrupts, society’s demands for moral
authority and character increase as the importance of
the position increases.” The discussion was organized in
three parts affecting the management of conflicts in
investment management by in-house and external
counsel. First, a brief overview was presented of rules
relating to conflicts and their relevance to investment
management. Second, the panelists reviewed typical
provisions in investment fund documents setting forth
standard of care and waivers. Lastly, the panelists

The 35th anniversary of the ACIC Meeting and
Educational Conference concluded on Friday afternoon
with closing remarks from the Co-Chairs. After two days
of informative sessions and networking with colleagues,
members of the ACIC left in a celebratory mood and
were better prepared to navigate a post-election future.

To view more photos from the conference, CLICK
HERE.
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